Abstract

Reading comprehension instruction has been recognized as a key factor in developing any reading and literacy program. Therefore, many attempts were devoted to improve explicit comprehension strategy instruction at different school levels and fields including EFL and ESL. Despite these efforts, explicit comprehension instruction is still drought and far from satisfactory. Additionally, a great deal of teachers and educators are still struggling to find the appropriate ways to explicitly and effectively teach comprehension strategies. Consequently, the purpose of the present study was to explore the general perceptions and experiences of elementary English language teachers in using children’s picture books to initiate explicit comprehension strategy instruction. In order to obtain naturalistic and in-depth understanding of participating teachers' perceptions, structured classroom observations were carried out for four weeks. Findings indicated that in about 718 minutes of instruction of both classrooms, 603 minutes were allotted for explicit comprehension strategy instruction. Despite some flaws in time management, the use of only one resource to collect data, and the focus on only comprehension strategy instruction, this study could contribute to the body of research of comprehension strategy instruction in language learning classrooms.
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1. Introduction

Reading comprehension is an important component to any language and literacy program. It is considered “the essence of reading” (Durkin, 1993, p. 4), “the heart of reading” (Moore & Hall, 2012, p. 24), and “the central driving force for reading” (Leu et al, 2007). Despite its importance, reading comprehension instruction remains neglected and deprived of appropriate attention, particularly in English language learning classrooms (Carrell, Pharis, & Liberto, 1989). Over the last several years, however, a considerable numbers of researchers affirmed the value of reading comprehension strategies in enhancing reading comprehension (Fotovatian & Shokrpour, 2007; Harvey & Goudvis, 2007; Miller & Perkins, 1990; Pressley, 2002). There was a consensus among researchers that reading comprehension strategies are defined as conscious practices and tactics that readers use to understand the text they read (Grabe, 2009; Paris, Wasik, & Turner, 1996; Pressley, 2006). Also, Snow (2002, p. 11) emphasized that reading comprehension is “the process of simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning through interaction and involvement with writing language”. Hence, cognition, metacognition, linguistics, motivation, engagement, interaction, and involvement were considered fundamental prerequisites of any reading comprehension process. Furthermore, most researchers suggested that reading comprehension strategy instruction should be implemented directly, explicitly, flexibility, and systematically (Duke & Pearson, 2008). Nevertheless, there seems to be no consensus among a great deal of researchers of the type of materials that should help unskilled readers learn and use strategies. Specifically, research on the type of materials that might fit comprehension strategies instruction is still inconsistent and is rather described as “superficial” (Cohen & Cowen, 2008, p. 176). Besides, many teachers do not know when, how, and why to teach text comprehension and are often not equipped enough to explicitly teach reading comprehension (Klingner, Vaughn, & Boardman, 2007; Tovani, 2000). Consequently, the purpose of this study was to investigate teachers’ experiences of using children’s picture books to initiate explicit instructions of reading comprehension strategies of language learners at the elementary school levels. Working from this perspective, the following question was raised in order to guide the study’s data collection, description, and analysis:
2. Literature Review

2.1 Scarcity of Comprehension Strategy Instruction

Since Durkin’s (1978) study, attention was placed to learners’ reading comprehension using various comprehension strategies. In her study, Durkin investigated the implementation of comprehension strategy instruction in core reading programs at some elementary schools in the State of Illinois. She discovered that only 5.3% of the teachers’ overall reading instruction focused on comprehension strategy instruction. In the same vein, Miller and Perkins (1990) observed the amount of comprehension instruction in English language learning classrooms. Findings showed that comprehension instruction was very limited, and most classes’ instruction was placed on vocabulary, syntax, and grammar. Eight years later, Pressley, Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta-Hampston, and Echevarria (1998) conducted an observational research to investigate the extent to which reading comprehension was explicitly taught in fourth and fifth grades. Observations were extended from November 1995 to May 1996 with a focus on teachers’ use of explicit comprehension strategy instruction. Results showed that the amount of reading comprehension instruction increased slightly comparing to the findings of Durkin’s observation. Moreover, the general comprehension teaching practice was based on showing how students could use comprehension strategies and not what these comprehension strategies actually mean. Recently, Ness (2011) observed the extent to which teachers from first to fifth grades use comprehension instruction in their language arts classrooms. Based on observing the teachers of the participating classroom, Ness found out that a total of 25% of the language arts teaching practices focused on explicit reading comprehension instruction. This score was the highest comparing to the findings of Durkin, Miller, Perkins, and Pressley et al. Furthermore, remarkable research studies were implemented Ahmadi, Ismail, and Abdullah (2013), Hou (2013), and Ghavammia, Ketabi, and Tavakoli (2013) to track comprehension strategy instruction in language learning classrooms. The overall results of these studies showed that comprehension strategy instruction developed gradually comparing to findings in previous research, nevertheless, it is still drought and far from satisfactory (Pressley, 2006; Williams, 2002).

2.2 The Need to Develop Comprehension Strategies Instruction

Traditionally, teaching reading comprehension was based only on explaining how learners can decode words (Pressley & Wharton-McDonald, 2006) and the text memorization (Frederiksen, 1972; Mandler & Johnson, 1977). Recently, the concept of teaching reading comprehension was evolved and dramatic changes were proposed to explain the process of reading comprehension instruction. One of the leading assumptions in this regard advocated the implementation of strategies used by skillful readers to teach and improve the reading comprehension abilities of poor or less skillful readers (Brown, Armbruster, & Barker, 1986; Moats, 2005). Therefore, many researchers realized that there were different types of strategies that strategic readers use when they want to make sense of what they read. These strategies have been classified and termed differently among researchers. For example, some strategies were called, “the word-level” or “text-level” (Barnett, 1988, p. 150), “global” or “local” (Barnard, Harley, Graziella, & Tom, 1980, pp. 405-410), and recently rephrased “cognitive” and “metacognitive” (Alavi & Ganjabi, 2008, p. 208; Grabe, 2009, p. 222; Yang, 2006, p. 315). Metacognitive strategies are related to readers’ self-evaluation and thinking about their learning process (O’Malley et al., 1985). On the other hand, cognitive strategies are related to tasks, processes, and efforts that are applied to make sense of the reading materials (Yang, 2006). Strategic readers rely on the integration of cognitive and metacognitive strategies in order to make sense of what they read (Yang, 2006). Based on these assumptions, a great deal of researchers emphasized the integration of cognitive and metacognitive strategies to better improve the comprehension abilities of readers (Neupert & McDoanal-Miscczak, 2004). Based on these perspectives, Janzen and Stoller (1998) infused all these strategies into the following list: identifying a purpose for reading, checking prediction, finding an answer to a question, connecting text to the prior knowledge, previewing, asking questions, summarizing, connecting one part of the text to another, and recognizing text structure. Palincsar (1982) used predicting, questioning, seeking clarification, and summarizing when she introduced the reciprocal teaching approach. Keene and Zimmerman (1997) added prior knowledge or what has come to be called schema, being metacognitive, making connections, inferring, asking questions, determining big ideas, evoking images, monitoring comprehension, fixing-up strategies, and synthesizing. In a similar vein, Harvey and Goudvis (2007, pp. 22-31) used the same strategies with slight modification in terminologies. They came up with a comprehension strategy list that contained activating background knowledge, making connections, questioning, making inferences, visualizing, determining importance, summarizing, synthesizing, and monitoring. Despite their vast variations, there was a consensus among many researchers and theorists that, “the super six”
comprehension strategies were often used by skillful readers and were suggested to be taught to incompetent or less skillful readers (Oczkus, 2004). These strategies included building background/making connections, predicting/infering, questioning, monitoring, summarizing, and evaluating. In addition, reading comprehension strategy instruction was considered as an important indicator in developing the reading comprehension achievements of many native and English language learners who were considered poor comprehenders (Duke & Pearson, 2002; National Reading Panel, 2000; Fisher & Frey, 2008; Tompkins, 2006). For instance, Boulware-Gooden, Carreker, Thornhill, and Joshi (2007) investigated the impact of systematic and direct instruction of multiple cognitive strategies on vocabulary and reading comprehension development. Participants were 119 students from six third-grade classrooms who were native speakers of English. Results indicated that direct and systematic instructions of cognitive comprehension strategies contributed significantly to increase the learners’ scores of expository text comprehension and vocabulary growth. In the same vein, the direct impact of comprehension strategy instruction was reported by a considerable numbers of studies, particularly in English as a first language learning context (Harvey & Goudvis, 2007; Pressley, 2002). Despite the significance of comprehension strategies in developing the learners’ comprehension performance, instruction in comprehension strategies is still considered dearth and insufficient, particularly in language-learning classrooms (Pressley, 2006; Vaughn, Levy, Coleman, & Bos, 2002). The lack of appropriate material resources to initiate the teachers’ instruction of comprehension strategies was essentially considered one of the major factors that contributed to this issue (Cohen & Cowen, 2008; Cohen, Weaver, & Li, 1996). Therefore, the use of authentic, interesting and easy-reading materials such as children’s picture book could be fundamental to fill this gap.

2.3 Rationale of Using Children’s Picture Book in Comprehension Strategy Instruction

There has been a general agreement among the experts of children’s literature that a picture book is considered a genre of children's literature in which illustrations, design and words usually tell the story (Culham & Coutu, 2008). Culham and Coutu (2008) defined picture books as the meaningful integration of illustrations, words, and design. In picture books, illustrations and words usually complete each other, and readers often understand the story by looking at the illustrations, the words, or the illustrations and the words at the same time (Jalongo, 2004). Throughout its long history, children’s picture books occupied a special place in education (Cho & Kim, 1999; Goodwin, 2008). This is because picture books cover wide areas of topics, contain delightful words, comprehensible illustrations, unique styles, interesting cultural variations, and information density (Nodelman & Reimer, 2003). These features were proven to have important effects on facilitating teaching and learning any piece of information from picture books (Heuvel-Panhuizen, Boogaard, & Doig, 2009). For example, illustrations and drawings in some picture books were considered effective and motivational (Columba, Kim, & Moe, 2009; Paivio, 1971). Mitchell (2002, p. 71) combined most picture books’ features and definitions in her explanation to the meaning of picture books. She stated that “picture books” evokes images of brightly colored, beautifully illustrated books that beg to be read. No matter what our age, most of us still enjoy reading them because of their vibrant pictures, rich and evocative language, and poignant and meaningful themes. Picture books speak to us in the same way photographs do. They touch our emotions, delight our senses, appeal to our whimsy, and bring back memories of our childhood. Picture books invite us to curl up and read them. Therefore, these features could help readers remember and retain information. All the distinctive characteristics and variations of picture books may open new vistas to use them to teach reading comprehension strategies explicitly in language learning classrooms. In addition, picture books contain different genres and cover various types of topics. The variations and increasing numbers of picture books could make the selection of the appropriate picture books a difficult and challenging task. However, for the purpose of this study and as general standards for the selection of picture books, the following criteria were considered: picture books that are to be used to explicitly teach comprehension strategies should fulfill the following: (1) meet the needs of the learners, (2) meet the learners’ teaching objectives, (3) meet the learners’ cultural needs, (4) comprehensible, (5) easy-to-read, (6) well-illustrated, (7) interesting, (8) short and not time consuming, and (9) authentic; relevant to the learners’ world and real life (Goodwin, 2008; Jalongo, 2004; Lado, 2012).

3. Theoretical Foundations

Basically, this study was built on several theories and propositional approaches, however, the dual coding theory (Paivio, 1971), strategies-base instruction (Cohen, Weaver, & Li, 1996), and schema theory (Anderson & Pearson, 1984) were fundamental in constructing the theoretical blocks of this study. The dual coding theory was built on the assumption that pictures and words are considered two interconnected codes that contribute covertly and/or overtly to sustain the learner’s memory. In his explanation of dual-coding theory, Paivio (1971) provided important evidence about the role of illustrations and pictures (the important characteristic feature of picture books) in facilitating readers’ understanding and comprehension of the text. According to Paivio (Sadoski &
Paivio, 2013), meaningful illustrations are very essential in promoting memory for processing the factual information in any text. On the other hand, strategies-based instruction was built on two basic elements: (1) teaching learners explicitly how, when, and why strategies are used (scaffolding the students’ declarative, procedural, and conditional knowledge) and (2) integrating strategies into class materials and using strategies in the general language tasks. Finally, schema theory was built on the assumption that learners’ knowledge and understanding of any topic is essentially related to their previous knowledge of that topic. Schema theory emphasized the need to build learners’ prior knowledge to implement the right strategy and hence understand the reading piece. Understanding the components of schema theory is an essential part to comprehension strategy instruction because most strategies are built on learners’ prior knowledge or schemata (Anderson & Pearson, 1984). For example, learners may not be able to employ connection strategy if they have no prior knowledge of what they read.

4. Methodology

In order to obtain an in-depth understanding of participants’ experiences and perceptions as they respond to the use of picture books in explicit comprehension strategy instruction, this study was built on the paradigm of qualitative inquiry (Bernard & Ryan, 2010; Merriam, 2009).

4.1 Design

According to Given (2008), a qualitative exploratory design can be used when knowledge about the research group(s), activity(ies), situation(s), or process(es) is very little or not well defined. Therefore, this study was based on qualitative-exploratory design because it focused on the experiences and perceptions of groups (Arabian ESL teachers in the fifth grade) who used new materials (children’s picture books) to lead classroom instruction using new process (explicit comprehension strategy instruction) for their first time in their language teaching programs. Furthermore, Churchill and Iacobucci (2010, pp. 60-61) provided a rationale for selecting exploratory design to qualitatively investigate a specific problem. According to them, exploratory research designs “are characterized by flexibility with respect to the research methods used…investigators frequently change the research procedure as the vaguely defined initial problem is transformed into one with more precise meaning…exploratory research is appropriate for any problem about which little is known…exploratory research is the foundation for a good study”. Consequently, the exploratory design could contribute to rigorous and conclusive findings for future research by providing an in-depth understanding of the use of children’s picture books in teaching reading comprehension strategies in minority ESL classrooms.

4.2 Participants

Two fifth grade English languages teachers from the Middle East participated in this study. Jamila (pseudonym) a 31-year-old woman and Ahmad (pseudonym) a 33-year-old man. Both teachers speak Arabic as their native language and were enrolled in the TESOL graduate program in University of Colorado at Boulder in the U.S since fall 2011. Both teachers were part time instructors in this school and used to teach two different fifth grade classes for three hours per week.

4.3 Setting

The study took place at an Arabic Bilingual School in Colorado, Denver. Two fifth grade classes were involved in this study, and each class has 22 students. The average of the students’ age was 12-14 years at the beginning of the study. The students were mainly Arabic speakers who were originally from three countries Egypt, Libya, and Morocco. All the students were taught English as a second language. English language was taught four times per week for each class, and each class was receiving 45 minutes comprehension instruction in the regular English classes. The study took place in the summer semester of 2012 after obtaining an IRB and the administrative approvals to conduct the study.

4.4 Materials

Four picture books were selected to be used to comprehension strategy instruction in this study. The selected picture books were The Giving Tree by Silverstein (1964); Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear by Martin and Carle (1997); Hairy, Scary, Ordinary: What is an Adjective? by Cleary (2001); and Big Blue Whole by Davies (2001). Table 1 shows detailed description of the selected picture books.
Table 1. Details of the selected picture books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Illustrator(s)</th>
<th>Publication Year</th>
<th>Publishers</th>
<th>Synopsis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Giving Tree</td>
<td>Silverstein</td>
<td>Silverstein</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Harper &amp; Row, NY</td>
<td>A boy and a tree love each other. Every day the boy comes to the tree, plays with her, climbs her, and sometimes asks her to give him something. The tree loves the boy and attempts to do anything to make him happy. One day, the boy asks the tree for money, the tree gives him all what she has. Then, the boy grows up and comes back again asking for more money. The tree tells the boy “the old man” that she gives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polar Bear, Polar Bear, What do You Hear</td>
<td>Bill Martin &amp; Eric Carle</td>
<td>Bill Martin &amp; Eric Carle</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Henry Holt &amp; Co, NY</td>
<td>This story rhythmically illustrates the sounds of some zoo animals. The readers can learn about the sounds of animals usually kept in zoos such as bears, snakes, lions, and hippos. A DVD comes with this story to demonstrate these sounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairy, Scary, Ordinary: What is an Adjective?</td>
<td>Brain Cleary</td>
<td>Jenya Prosmitsky</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Carolrhoda Books, Minneapolis</td>
<td>This story is about some cat friends communicate using rhythmic adjectives. These cats play with adjectives to provide a straightforward explanation of how readers can use adjectives. The story starts with a definition of the adjective, and then it provides a list of examples of how adjectives are used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Blue Whole</td>
<td>Nicola Davies</td>
<td>Nick Malan</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Candlewick Press MA</td>
<td>The story describes the basic facts about the blue whale, how big it is and where does it live?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These picture books were selected because they met criteria of using picture books in comprehension strategies instruction listed earlier. In addition, standardized English language materials were used occasionally and after completing instruction using the selected picture books. Some sections were used from the standardized English materials (the English language textbook) to reaffirm some strategies that were taught using the picture books.

4.5 Procedure

Before collecting data for this study, both teachers received a short professional development program. The program aimed to introduce the selected picture books to the teachers, identify reading comprehension strategies, and show some models and instructional practices to explicitly teach these strategies. During the training program, both teachers learned about the picture books that they would use and how each picture book could be used to explicitly teach reading comprehension strategies. Specifically, I introduced some basic comprehension strategies (word decoding, activating prior knowledge, summarization, questioning, predicting, determining big ideas, visualizing, synthesizing, inferring, monitoring, semantic/story mapping, comparing, and contrasting) to both participating teachers, defined these strategies, and gave some examples to each about how and when they can be used. The strategies overview was accompanied with different teaching models that were borrowed from previous research (Almasi, 2003). Moreover, I introduced some classroom instructions, activities, and tasks that might help teachers engage the class and teach comprehension strategies (e.g., K.W.L chart, read aloud, think aloud, literature circles, reciprocal teaching, and response to literature). These instructions, activities, and tasks were also built on previous research studies (Almasi, 2003; Snow, 2002; Tovani, 2000). These instructional methods were defined and exemplified, and teachers were shown where, how, and how to use them. Teachers
were given the freedom to decide whatever approach to use and whatever strategy to teach based on their lesson plan and purpose. Strategies were recommended to be taught in isolation and then multiple strategies instruction was also emphasized. Finally, teachers were recommended to organize their lesson plan and were provided many suggestions to use whenever possible. Specifically, teachers were asked to support and encourage students as possible as they could, provide a space for students to work individually and in teams, use varieties of instructions, activities and tasks, define, model, and exemplify concepts whenever possible. In their classrooms, teachers introduced the strategies to their students by defining them, explaining when, where and why they should be learned, and modeling these strategies step-by-step using think aloud. Each strategy was defined, explained, modeled independently, and then strategies were combined based on the needs and objectives of the lesson. Afterwards, both teachers released responsibility by using guided practice (encouraging students to practice and use the learned strategy). The teachers’ instructions were observed and video-recorded. Finally, students were assessed to monitor their reading comprehension general progression.

4.6 Data Collection

The study was based on structured classroom observations as a major means for data collection. The classroom observation processes were structured because they were based on different instructional techniques and routines conducted and designed before the beginning of this study. These techniques were informed by a pilot study implemented a year ahead of this study. More specifically, the techniques dealt with general practices that determined the frequency and the amount of comprehension strategy instruction (Ness, 2011; Pressley, 2006). The observations lasted for four weeks, and there was a total of 720 minutes for both classes. The observation practices shed light on the teachers’ instructions of what the strategy was, when it should be used, and how the strategy should be used. Also, the techniques and practices that teachers used to connect the explicit teaching of comprehension strategies and their use of picture books were observed. The overall purpose of the teachers’ observation was to elicit a general naturalistic understanding of the teachers’ experiences of using children’s picture books to explicitly teach reading comprehension strategies (Maxwell, 2013; Merriam, 2009). Both classes were observed equally during the English language instruction classes for four weeks. To provide an in-depth and thick sense of the collected observation notes, all the observations were video-recorded (Heath, Hindmarsh, & Luff, 2010).

4.7 Data Analysis

All the observation notes were first collected, organized, member-checked, and then coded during and after the fieldwork. The general instructional processes of what, when, and how strategies were used, and the applicability of children’s picture books in the instruction processes were used to guide the categories of coding procedures. Teachers’ behaviors, routines, and reactions of using these practices for about 40-seconds or more were coded using ATLAS.ti 7 (2013). On the other hand, the practices that contained none of the previous instructions or behaviors were marked as non-instructional codes (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014). Table 2 shows the major instructional and noninstructional codes of this study. After the coding procedures, all the collected data were “condensed”, “displayed”, and finally “verified” and discussed in its final phase of the analysis (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 2014, pp. 12-13).

Table 2. Average total of instructional and non-instructional comprehension practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explicit comprehension strategy instructional codes</th>
<th>Average of instructional practices</th>
<th>None comprehension instructional codes</th>
<th>Average of noninstructional practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building background/making connections</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>Translation</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting/inferring</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>Writing instructions</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>Read-aloud</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>Silent reading</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarizing</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>Group work assignments</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>Non-instruction</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Findings

It was spectacularly that comprehension instruction occurred 603 (300.15 per teacher) minutes out of 718 minutes (359 minutes per teacher), the total time of classroom instructions in both classes. Specifically, explicit comprehension strategy instruction made up 82.3% of the classroom total instructions. One potential explanation for the dramatic increase of comprehension strategy instruction in these classrooms was that both teachers devoted their entire teaching program to use only the selected picture books and to teach only the assigned reading comprehension strategies. In addition, the participating teachers focused on delivering explicit comprehension strategy instruction using picture books and they did not measure the students’ reading comprehension achievements. This was because measuring the students’ comprehension strategy achievements was beyond the scope of this study. Figure (1) shows the amount of instruction spent in each comprehension strategy when different picture books were used.

![Figure 1. The average of comprehension strategy instruction](image)

Moreover, the codes of comprehension instruction strategy practices of the teachers showed that both teachers used picture books to model each comprehension strategy before, during, and after they finish reading the stories. This could essentially be due to the fact that teachers were focusing on teaching the super six strategies and using only the selected picture books during the time of the study. The students’ reactions in both classes varied but not precisely observed since the purpose of this study was only to focus on the instructions implemented by the teachers.

6. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions and experiences of EFL teachers at the elementary grade levels of using children’s picture books to initiate explicit instructions to some reading comprehension strategies. The study was based on the assumption that there was a decline in the overall reading comprehension achievements in many EFL and ESL classrooms. Specifically, the assumption was related to the dearth of comprehension instruction in these classroom settings (Fotovatian & Shokrpour, 2007; Miller & Perkins, 1990). It was believed that a better understanding of the teachers’ perceptions in using children’s picture books to explicitly initiate comprehension strategy instruction could help in developing good models to improve explicit reading comprehension strategy instruction in those classrooms. Therefore, this study used qualitative exploratory inquiry in order to provide holistic and naturalistic views for future experimental research (Maxwell, 2013). Semi-structured observations were used as primary resources to collect data. Meanwhile, all data were coded, analyzed, and organized according to themes in order to meet the basic categorical findings. Teachers’ overall behaviors and reactions were considered essential to this study because exploring the pedagogical aspects of explicit reading comprehension instruction using picture books was one of its major goals. Hence, the
following themes emerged from the classroom observation notes were emerged and discussed further bellow: (a) teachers’ reactions of using picture books in EFL classrooms and (b) explicit instruction of comprehension strategies in EFL classrooms:

6.1 Teachers’ Reactions of Using Picture Books in EFL Classrooms

In the professional development program, the seventh and eighth grade teachers in both classrooms received general overview of picture books, what are they, how, where, and when they could be used to teach reading comprehension strategies in language learning classrooms. Also, both teachers were trained to use picture books to explicitly teach some reading comprehension strategies. Both teachers were involved in the professional training program because they showed that they did not use explicit comprehension strategy instruction in their classrooms (Al Khaiyali, 2013). After their teaching practices, both teachers reacted positively to the use of some major characteristics of picture books in their classes. Findings indicated that both teachers showed that teaching with picture books was more interesting and fun than teaching with the standardized English language materials (textbooks). In addition, the findings of the classroom observations reconfirmed the positive perception of both teachers in using picture books. Specifically, findings from classroom observations showed that both teachers started introducing the new lesson by presenting a new strategy using a picture book and then they taught the same strategy using a section in the standardized materials, and this was over the whole period of the study.

6.2 Explicit Instruction of Comprehension Strategies in EFL Classrooms

Providing explicit comprehension strategy instruction was a fundamental requirement to the teaching of comprehension strategy using picture books. Therefore, both teachers tried hardly to put the ideas of explicit instruction that they learned in the professional development program into practice. This is because both teachers were used to teach in a completely different style and using a completely different teaching philosophy (drill and practice, memorization, traditional, grammar translation). Both teachers started using a new way of teaching that they had only one week to practice. Generally, both teachers’ explicit instruction was based on introducing any new words in the assigned reading, reading the assigned text aloud, overviewing the assigned reading, providing students opportunities to read the assigned reading aloud and talk about it, presenting a new strategy using the same reading, defining, modeling using think-aloud, encouraging students to practice the strategy using the assigned reading, and providing feedback to scaffold the students’ understanding of the assigned reading and strategy. After finishing presenting strategies in isolation, multiple strategies instruction which was based on teaching more than one relevant strategy was presented. Figure 2 summarizes the major components of explicit comprehension strategy instruction that were filtered from different teachers’ data using ATLAS.ti7.

[Diagram of Components of explicit comprehension strategy instruction]

Figure 2. Components of explicit comprehension strategy instruction
As demonstrated in Figure 2, both teachers started regularly introducing any new reading by presenting the new words, introducing the assigned readings, presenting the target strategy, and ending up with assessing and supporting the students’ understanding of the reading(s). Despite the consistency in the teachers’ instructional elements, both teachers emphasized that they preferred implementing some steps over others and sometimes not using some steps in their instruction. Hence, all these gear-shits were based on the students’ needs and the class objectives.

7. Conclusion
Comprehension strategy instruction was considered an important but neglected practice in most language learning classrooms. More research studies confirmed that comprehension strategy instruction is not receiving the appropriate attention (Durkin, 1978; Pressley, Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta-Hampston, & Echevarria, 1998; Ness, 2011), partly because of the deficiency of explicit comprehension strategy instruction and the lack of appropriate materials to prepare learners to use comprehension strategies appropriately (Pressley, Wharton-McDonald, Mistretta-Hampston, & Echevarria, 1998). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to observe the use of children’s picture books to initiate explicit instruction of some reading comprehension strategies. The characteristic features of picture books such as well-illustrated, contain high frequency words, easy-to-read, interesting, comprehensible, thematic, authentic, motivating, engaging, and short could make them suitable materials to initiate explicit comprehension strategies instruction. Consequently, picture books were used for four weeks to explicitly teach comprehension strategies to elementary English learning students. In order to find the amount of comprehension strategy instruction after the implementation of some selected picture books in the assigned classes, structured observations were used. Findings from the fifth grade classroom observations indicated that explicit comprehension strategy instruction was higher than other instructional and noninstructional practices. More importantly, findings showed that children’s picture books could contribute to resolve some of the major issues in comprehension strategies instruction in language learning classrooms, particularly if they were precisely selected and appropriately used.

8. Limitations
As any qualitative inquiry, this study contained a very small sample size (only two teachers) that made it limited to generalizability. Moreover, the use of only one resource of data collection (structured observations) and member-checks could not contribute to fully triangulate the data for this study and hence limited its trustworthiness. Another potential limitation was related to the time allotted to the teachers’ training and classrooms instruction. Teachers had only one month for professional development training and classrooms comprehension strategies instruction which could not be sufficient for rigours instructional practices. Also, it might not be appropriate to establish absolute judgments of comprehension strategies instruction in elementary classrooms. Moreover, teachers were only trained to teach specific comprehension strategies using specific picture books (only four picture books) that could affect the dependability of the study’s results, particularly in regular English language learning classrooms.

9. Implications for Teachers
Despite its limitations, there were several teaching and pedagogical implications of this study. First, providing explicit instruction using authentic and easy-reading materials such as children’s picture books may contribute to better improvement of ESL students’ reading comprehension achievements. This is because the overall findings of this study showed that fifth grade teachers reacted positively towards the use of picture books, participated actively, and showed some interest to teach using picture books. Thus, the use of well-selected picture books to initiate explicit reading comprehension instruction could bridge the gaps that might exist in the English language materials, especially when teaching reading comprehension. In other words, picture books could be used to customize the English learning materials to meet the needs of explicit reading comprehension instruction in these classrooms. Second, ESL teachers could benefit from using an explicit instructional program that includes using preliminary materials, modeling using think-aloud, reciprocal instruction, scaffolding, providing feedback, and releasing responsibility in consolidating reading comprehension instruction at any grade levels. The findings of this study emphasized the fact that reading comprehension instruction should be explicit and flexible. Hence, teachers and students should jointly transact with the text in order to understand it. In other words, teachers’ mission is not to mechanically teach comprehension strategy, rather teachers should understand that reading comprehension is a sophisticated process that entails teacher-student collaboration. The fundamental principles of explicit and flexible comprehension strategy instruction were consistent to Harris and Pressley’s (1991, p. 403) which were succinctly elaborated in the following quote, “Good strategy instruction is not rote. Students are not just memorizing steps and mechanically executing them; strategy instructors are not drill sergeants. Rather, good
strategy instruction entails making students aware of purposes of strategies, how and why they work, and when and where they can be used. Students are given extensive practice in the context of ongoing school instruction, practice which produces a personalized mastery of the method. Further, students are actively involved in the evaluation, modification, and construction of strategies. Teachers do not give orders, but rather model, discuss, explain, and reexplain, and in the process of doing so, teachers’ understandings of strategies and their students change. Teachers and students are constructing important new knowledge during strategy instruction”. Finally, this study might contribute to the body of research of comprehension strategy instruction in elementary language learning classrooms. In addition, the results show that picture books could provide elementary English language teachers interesting and comprehensible means to explicitly teach reading comprehension strategies (children’s picture books).

10. Recommendations for Future Research

One of the major goals of this study was to provide a research ground through which further experimental studies could successfully be implemented, particularly in ESL contexts. Research on comprehension strategy instruction was very limited in these educational environments. Therefore, qualitative exploratory investigation was conducted. Specifically, the implementation of experimental based-research in these environments is highly emphasized since providing precise experimental measurements and details were beyond the scope of this study. Hence, more experimental research should be done in the area of explicit comprehension instruction using picture books with larger sample size and other grade levels. In addition, this study placed heavy attention on the use of children’s picture books to initiate explicit instruction of reading comprehension strategies. In this study, I did not look at the difference between the uses of two different types of materials in comprehension instruction. More research might be needed to investigate the differences in using various genres of materials in reading comprehension instruction. Finally, a number of specific research question emerged from the overall findings of this study that might help to guide any future research inquiry including the following: (1) what is the actual impact of the implementation of children’s picture books to developing reading comprehension abilities of EFL students? And (2) are there any preferences in using reading comprehension strategies to develop understanding the reading text? If so, what strategies could have more influence on students’ actual understanding of the text? Another question that guides me further into relatively unexplored terrain related to 3. Whether the use of children’s picture books will impact learning some strategies and skills over others? Specifically, how about the performance of EFL learners in other language skills, are there any changes in the EFL students’ performance in other language skills since the instruction emphasized reading comprehension?
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